ARTISTIC EVENTS COMMITTEE
ISC MEETING 2022 Romania

- Committee members
- Proposals for changes to competition rules 2022
- AE competitions 2021
- Future competitions
- Judges training
- Budget

Committee members:

Chair: Ron Miasnikov – Israel
Deputy chair: Silvia Wagner – Austria

- Aliya Ananina - Russia
- Ray Williams - Australia
- Tamara Koyn - USA
- Sébastien Chambet - France
- Rai Ahmed - UK
- Kristian Moxnes – Norway (to be replaced)

Changes to competition rules 2022 proposed for approval

After the competition in Tanay, and having same compulsories for over 6 years now, there are few suggestions for compulsories changes, in both Freefly and freestyle. There is one change in indoor rules (housekeeping).

AE Competitions – 2021 – World Championship – Tanay, Russia
4 Freestyle teams (1 new)
5 Freefly teams (2 new)

CJ: Silvia Wagner
EJ: Natallia Yastremskaya (Freestyle), Ron Miasnikov (FF)

Judges: Jami Pilasch, Bich ha, Alexey Chizov, Nina Engle, Tamara Vorst, Aliya Ananina.

2 zoom sessions were held prior to the competition. In those sessions we went over all compulsory rounds of FF and FR, so during the judge's conference on-site, we only had to set the technical scores for each team, and practice judging the free routines. That process proved itself very useful. All judges felt, and actually were prepared to judge and there was no stress to finish the judging conference on time, as we usually have.

A new method of judging technicality, that was developed along the year, was used for the first time. The competitors mentioned that judging never was that fast, and there were no complains
over judging or scores.
AE committee members agrees to keep this process of early training in the future.

Future Competitions

**Skydiving** –
- **2022** – World championship – Eloy, USA
- **2023** – World Cup and European championship - Norway
- **2024** – Bid from Israel to host world championship.

**Indoor** –
- **April 2022** - World Cup and European Championship - Belgium
- **April 2023** – World Championship – Tatralandia, Slovakia.
- **April 2024** - Bid from Makau to host world cup

Judges training courses

A big online judging course for FAI ae rating was held in February 2021. 8 new judges + 1 re-eval. There are also 4 FAI AE judges who were certified in 2019.

Another FAI AE course in Germany (Saar Luis), November 2021. 4 new judges.

3 of those 16 new judges already judged in Tanay and did very good job.
AE committee members agrees that the agenda is to have as many new judges as possible (with the right mixture of experience judges on each panel) so all new judges get the chance to judge before their rating expired.

Now, that there are many judges on the list, the AE committee consider separation of the indoor from the outdoor rating. Those are in fact 2 different events. The course to get both is super long, and not too many judges are actually good in both. There is no plan on having any more courses soon. We need to let those new judges get into the cycle first, but we should let people take only the event they are interested in.

AE judges are having a judging zoom session every 5-6 weeks, to keep current and in shape. From time to time, there is a zoom with competitors and judges, to enrich both sides.